
Prince Goes Public (Symbol: LUVE)

An Award-Winning Hedge Fund Trader Thinks Prince

Mexico / S.A. (LUVE) Is the #1 PLAY of 2013!

The World's Richest Man, Carlos Slim, Is Playing A Role

In The Distribution of Prince Products!

If you Google the name “Prince Sports”, you’ll come up with approximately 335,000,000

unique results. That’s a lot of interest in one brand. For comparison purposes, a Google

search for “Callaway Golf” yields 8,600,000 unique results and they are a New York Stock

Exchange listed company traded around $7.00 a share. 40+ years as a worldwide industry
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leader resonates with multiple generations of tennis and sports enthusiasts.

Given Prince’s rich history, the Wall Street crowd would say they’ve built up major Brand

Equity. If translated into advertising exposure, Prince, through its sponsorships of some of

the most visible and successful athletes on the planet, its sponsorship of some of the most

important sporting events and its massive retail presence have probably racked up billions

of dollars in media awareness through the years which makes the Prince brand a very

BANKABLE COMMODITY!

Prince Expands Into Mexico with Huge Plans for South

America!

The window of opportunity is closing by the minute. If you haven't read my new report, take

the time to read below. I am recommending you act quickly! Opportunities like this do

not present themselves often and they disappear in an instant.

Yours in profitable investing,

Rob Goldman
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LUVE Is An Immediate Buying Opportunity!

Sales Generated From An Exploding Tennis Market In Mexico

Could Send LUVE Soaring Past 500% Gains This Year!

Prince stands to capture a significant piece of an estimated $266 billion dollar
market by 2017!

Prince is a well-established, legendary sporting goods brand with millions of
customers around the world.

Tennis is one of the fastest-growing sports in the world: there are approximately
30 million tennis players in the United States alone according to the USTA.

This is a ground floor opportunity to own a piece of a sporting goods icon. The
growth potential is enormous!

Dear Investor,

A few months ago, I was approached to look into an iconic brand that had expanded into
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unchartered territories. As I dug into the details, I was so

impressed with what I learned that I couldn't wait to get this

report published fast enough.

Once again, their newest technologies seem poised to

completely revolutionize an entire industry, like they’ve done

several times during the past 4 decades.

LUVE Could Become a $7 Stock in
2013!

I am recommending you act quickly. Opportunities like this do

not present themselves often and they disappear in an instant.

The company is Prince Mexico & S.A.

Yes, I’m talking about the famed tennis product manufacturer

who’s been a global leader for over 4 decades. I strongly believe

this iconic sports brand has SERVED UP AN ABSOLUTE ACE

FOR YOU!!!

Please don’t write this off as just another aggressive stock

promotion. You’ll be sorry. This is a very real expansion of a global

leader in its industry for the past few decades. This isn’t an

exploratory, early stage, non-revenue producing gold mine play or

another hope and a prayer green energy savings Hail Mary.

The sporting goods market has experienced explosive growth lately.

Prince Mexico S.A. is one industry leader that you should seriously

consider adding to your portfolio TODAY. This opportunity

represents both my #1 momentum pick as well as my #1 growth

pick of 2013.

LUVE Is Giving Investors A Once-In-A-Lifetime Experience
To Cash In On A Regional Expansion Of An Iconic Sporting

Goods Brand!

Anyone who’s ever picked up a tennis racquet has heard of Prince and their green and white 6

letter logo is as recognizable to racquet sports enthusiasts as Callaway is to golfers or Louisville

Slugger is to baseball players.

The entire sporting goods sector has been red hot significantly outperforming the broader market.

In fact, Ticker Spy’s Sporting Goods Retailer Stocks index has beat the S&P 500 by 519% since the

index launched in January 2008.

LUVE holds exclusive rights to sell all "Prince" products and accessories in Mexico with huge plans

of expanding into South America.
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Prince is eyeing a piece of a $200 billion dollar market.

The company has seen strong sales growth throughout its recent years of operations. Prince

Mexico is experiencing high retail demand and looking to expand into larger distribution channels

throughout Mexico and specific South American markets like Brazil and Argentina over the next 36

months. This represents an immensely profitable opportunity for LUVE.

Increased sales could rocket LUVE to my $7.00 target at any

time!

With this expansion, the company is projecting to earn sales of $15,000,000+ by 2015 in Mexico

alone. If you factor in Prince's planned expansion into South America, the combined sales numbers

for LUVE could be staggering.

The World’s Richest Man is Helping Serve UpThe World’s Richest Man is Helping Serve UpThe World’s Richest Man is Helping Serve UpThe World’s Richest Man is Helping Serve Up
Prince Products!Prince Products!Prince Products!Prince Products!

Carlos Slim is Involved with the Distribution of Prince!
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Mexican tycoon Carlos Slim retained his position atop Forbes

magazine's annual list of the world's billionaires with an

estimated worth of $69 billion.

On April 2, 1997, Sears, Roebuck and Company, now owned by Sears Holdings Corporation,

formed a strategic alliance with Grupo Carso, company owned by Mexican businessman Carlos

Slim Helú. The alliance included Sears agreeing to sell 85% of its share of Sears Mexico to Grupo

Carso.

As of 2007, Grupo Carso now owns 100% of Sears Mexico. With Prince products set to fly off

shelves, you can bet that Carlos Slim will do everything in his power to ensure that it is a profitable

streamline for Sears Mexico. Everyone wants to sell more Prince products!

Prince currently has distribution in retailers, which range from supermarket, department store,

sports store and footwear shop chains, as well as pro shops throughout Mexico, both in tennis

clubs and on the street. Prince Mexico’s key established accounts include:

WalMart Mexico wholly owned subsidiary of Walmart USA, over 2000 locations

Sears Mexico wholly owned subsidiary of Grupo Carso, owned by billionaire Carlos Slim Helu

Liverpool department store chain in Mexico, over 195 locations

Marti large sport store in Mexico with hundreds of locations
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Prince Mexico is seeking to obtain equity or debt financing for the amount of USD$1.5-7.5 million to

purchase inventory to meet increasingly high demand, service numerous large retail stores

simultaneously, and maintain sufficient cash flow throughout the 90-day buying process as the

company expands and increases distribution into larger retailers such as Walmart, Sears, Liverpool

and Marti.

With the market potential from a handful of major retailers

like Wal-Mart, LUVE could fly past $7.00 this year!

This target is seen as attainable through the market’s response in existing retail channels, high

customer demand in product trial testing in Walmart, and an excellent management team to grow

the company.

Prince is an Industry Powerhouse

If you’re not familiar with this dominant global brand, Prince got its start as the manufacturer of a

tennis ball machine known as the "Little Prince" in 1970, and it later diversified into different sectors

of the sport. Howard Head developed the first oversize racquet for Prince in 1976. Today, Prince is

an industry leader that manufactures tennis rackets, footwear, apparel, strings and accessories.
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LUVE is Giving You A Chance To Own A Piece Of A Sporting
Goods Legend!

With LUVE just starting to trade publicly, the window of opportunity to enter this equity ticker early is

closing by the minute. If you haven’t heard about this opportunity, feel lucky as that’s an indicator

that it’s not too late.

Word is about to spread quickly because on Wall Street, cream rises and it won’t take the street

very long to recognize this gem, as they don’t come around too often. Please take the time to read

my report on my #1 Pick of 2013.
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LUVE Seems Poised to Take the Public Markets in STRAIGHT

SETS!

You have little time left to capture a ground-floor position in LUVE!

If you act on this report early enough, you can load up on

LUVE today around $1.00... but don't hesitate to load up on

LUVE even at $3.00!

Though I've played tennis before, ask anyone who's never played tennis, attended a professional

tennis match, or followed the brand on Twitter of Facebook: You can be sure they'll recognize

Prince and the Prince logo– a testament to the brand's name recognition.

And I fully expect us to be riding this name power all the way to the bank………

 

But let’s stop talking about the rich history

of Prince USA and its global name

recognition and talk about how Prince

Mexico S.A. is giving us a chance to build

our own fortunes through LUVE.

This is a very successful brand about to

expand into some of the fastest growing

markets on Earth.

Very rarely does a company come along

that gives regular investors like us an iron

clad shot at grabbing some fast cash. But

LUVE is doing exactly that!
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Do you realize what LUVE has done by

signing an exclusive licensing deal to

distribute Prince’s industry leading

products throughout Mexico?

Like no other company in

recent times, LUVE is

giving us a chance to

profit like an Insider.

Prince already has existing relationships with the top retailers in the region and they’re eager to

carry more of Prince’s lines. Only inventory stands in their way and the company is working on the

financing for this tiny hurdle. This will all but ensure success of LUVE- and those who act on LUVE

today!

And why are these huge companies so anxious to carry Prince products?

Because like me, they know this relationship can be very profitable –and they didn’t become “major

retailers” by passing up money making opportunities like the one we’re getting with LUVE.

And with the name Prince behind it – jumping at the chance to cash in on this brand’s star power is

an obvious choice.

All of this translates to one word: PROFITS.

The shares we can buy today could very well be selling at a $6 premium when all is said and done!

If this happens, it’s those who get in early who stand to make the most…

And with Prince USA putting their full brand weight and

power behind LUVE – I can’t think of a better time to buy

LUVE than NOW!
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and I'm not the only one...

Award-Winning Hedge Fund Trader Thinks LUVE is the Top
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Play of 2013

For disclosure purposes, this trader will remain anonymous as he reserves the right to

purchase shares of LUVE in the open market. From herein he will be referred to as “Trader”.

“Trader” was a junior Portfolio Manager for a New York based hedge fund with approximately $450

million under management. In 2008, he received the Trader of the Year Award for performance on

his equity portfolio and believes that LUVE could be the hottest stock play of 2013. See his analysis

below:

The Sporting Goods Industry is one of the Hottest Sectors in

the Entire Market!

Since the market bottom in 2009, it’s hard to find a sector that has outperformed the sporting goods

industry. While mainstream investors stay focused on technology, financials, gold, and oil, the

sporting goods sector has absolutely exploded providing savvy investors with colossal returns.

Did You Know?

From its October, 2009 low, the S&P 500 has gained approximately 100% to its high in 2013.

Normally, a 100% gain would be impressive. But, the gains marked in the sporting goods industry

dwarf that of the S&P 500. Take a look:

LUVE is hitting the market at just the right time. The sporting goods industry is red hot and investors

who made millions with sporting goods stocks in the past five years will be aggressively searching

for the next big score. With tennis being one of the fastest growing sports in the world, LUVE is

setup perfectly and should attract A LOT of attention in 2013.

Brazil, Argentina, South & Central America: the Hottest
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Economies in the World

Possibly the most attractive aspect of an investment in LUVE, is their exclusive distribution rights to

all Prince products sold in Mexico. This means that no other company can sell or resell Prince

products in Mexico other than LUVE. In addition, LUVE is planning a massive expansion into major

South American countries.

Why is this so significant?

Central and South America currently maintain some of the hottest and fastest growing economies in

the world. Brazil, for example, has become many investors’ “go to” economy for growth

investments. It’s become nearly impossible to read a Wall Street Journal edition or watch a CNBC

episode and not read or hear Wall Street buzzing about Brazil.

In 2010, Brazil experienced Growth Domestic Product (GDP) growth of 7.5%

In 2011, Brazil’s net capital inflow was up 168% to $62.279 billion. Trade accounts received a capital

inflow of $43.95 billion.

The International Monetary Fund predicts Brazil to overtake France to become the 5th largest

economy in the world within the next 3-5 years.

Other red hot economies in Central and South America (2011 GDP growth rates):

                     

Compare these GDP growth rates to that of the United States, 1.7% in 2011, and the profit potential

of an investment in LUVE really starts to take shape.

Just How Strong are the Economies in Central and South America?

Brazil Unemployment Rate: 4.6% (record low)

Mexico Unemployment Rate: 4.47%

United States Unemployment Rate: 7.9%

As I dive deeper into these statistics, I can’t help but notice that the United States and Central &

South America are heading in opposite directions. With an overwhelming number of economies

growing exponentially faster than that of the United States, it’s no wonder the smart investment

minds of Wall Street are pumping billions of dollars into Central & South American plays. And LUVE

could be next.

Argentina – 8.9%
Bolivia – 5.2%
Chile – 6.0%
Columbia – 5.9%
Ecuador – 7.8%
Mexico – 3.9%
Panama – 10.6%
Paraguay – 6.9%
Peru – 6.8%
Venezuela – 4.2%
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When making good investments, one word comes to mind;

growth. And the story behind LUVE is overflowing with it.

Tennis is one of the fastest growing sports in the world.

The sporting goods industry is one of the fastest

growing sectors in the market, far outpacing the S&P

500.

Central & South America contain some of the fastest

growing economies in the world.

LUVE represents one of the most attractive investment

opportunities of the last decade. No other publicly traded

company stands as poised to take advantage of these profit

filled markets. For these reasons...

LUVE is my Top Play of 2013!

-“Trader”

It’s Only a Matter of Time Before Other Hedge Fund Traders

Hear About LUVE!

10 ROCK-SOLID REASONS TO INVEST IN
LUVE TODAY!

Reason #1: Controls Exclusive Rights To A Leading Brand
Sole distribution rights to a strong, well-positioned brand: Prince.

The Prince brand has been a leading tennis company since the

early 1970s. Prince has been an innovator in racquet, string and

shoe technologies for decades.

Reason #2: A Newly Public Brand

Expansion Play
LUVE represents the first ever opportunity for the average investor like you and I to invest in and

profit from a sports legacy. Prince has been an industry pioneer and leader for over 40 years and is

now really starting to heat up with their expansion into some of the most attractive markets in the

world.

Reason #3: Top Players Building Brand Awareness
                                                                                Prince has leveraged its international exposure

with some of the sport's most elite athletes, including

Nikolay Davydenko, Jennifer Capriati, Patrick Rafter,
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Jimmy Connors, the Bryan Brothers, David Ferrer,

John Isner and Martina Navratilova. Their success at

the highest level of competition has heightened

consumer interest in the brand as well as the sport of

tennis overall.

Reason #4: Target Market Opportunity
The tennis market in Mexico is growing at an average rate of 7% per year. In Mexico, there are

1,908 tennis courts and 235 tennis clubs throughout the country. Mexico is the largest country for

imported sporting goods in Latin America, dominating 60.98% market share at $266 million value.

These factors, together with a 1.1% population growth (over 1.1 million people annually) indicate a

strong, viable market for Prince Mexico.

Reason #5: The Sports Equipment Market is Growing
Expected to be a $72.8 billion market value by the end of 2016. In the

global market, racquet sport equipment makes up 8.3% at $5.3 billion and

golf equipment makes up 17.7% at $11.5 billion. That’s a combined $16.8

billion dollar market... And that doesn't include clothing and apparel!

Reason #6: Rapid Revenue Growth Ramp Up
LUVE is projecting to earn sales of $7,500,000 and $15,000,000 in 2014 and 2015 in Mexico alone.

Revenue generated from a further expansion into South American countries could be substantially

higher.

Rock Solid Reason #7: Politically Connected Management

When doing business south of the U.S. border it’s all about who

you know. And Prince Mexico President and CEO, Duncan Forbes,

has some of the strongest business and political relationships
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around. This will allow the company to gain access to large retail

customers and streamline the entire distribution process.

 Interviews Duncan Forbes!

Reason #8: Increased Sales
Prince Mexico has had discussions with large retail customers such as WalMart Mexico, Sears

Mexico, Liverpool and Marti. These clients have already expressed interest and have already sold

Prince products; however, they want to sell them on an even bigger scale!

Reason #9: Population Growth Trends

South America has seen a steady population growth over past

years, growing by 1.2% (South America) and 1.1% (Mexico) in

2011. Interest in the sport of tennis is also increasing. Tennis still

holds a commanding lead among traditional sports in the

percentage growth in participation since 2000, according to data

from the Physical Activity Council. In fact, tennis is the only

traditional sport to have a positive growth rate overall from 2000

to 2011.

Reason #10: Patented Technology and Industry Leading

Products
Prince’s Natural Gut tennis string is the most commonly used string among pro players and has

been labeled the “Rolls Royce” of tennis strings; simply the best of the best. Prince continues to be

the industry leader in research, development and game-changing product innovations.  It is widely

recognized as being the first to market with many of the most relevant technologies of the past 40

years. Its graphite racquet has become the industry standard. Today, Prince engineers products in

all categories including racquets, apparel, footwear, balls, strings, grips, bags, machines and

accessories. 

This is why I see LUVE reaching $7.00 in 2013... with much

more to come in the years ahead!
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Top Ranked Players Love Prince!

Tennis is Enjoying a “Golden Era”Tennis is Enjoying a “Golden Era”Tennis is Enjoying a “Golden Era”Tennis is Enjoying a “Golden Era”
On-site attendance at ATP World Tour events matched record numbers with close to 4.4

million spectators.

The US Open is the largest attended annual sporting event in the world.

The Barclays ATP World Tour Finals, in its fourth year at The O2, welcomed its 1 millionth fan

and set a new record attendance of 263,229.

Audiences on television and online continue to grow, with total broadcast hours of ATP events

growing 30% and more than 4 million fans a month visiting ATPWorldTour.com, as well as

more than 40 million people following the ATP, its players and tournaments through social

media.

A growing tennis audience and viewership equates to more potential Prince
customers. These tennis fanatics are seeing top ranked athletes thrive on the

courts while using Prince gear!

Prize money on the ATP World Tour is set to increase 20% from 2012-2014, exceeding USD $95

million for the 1st time by 2014, whilst prize money at the Barclays ATP World Tour Finals continues

to increase significantly with the 2012 purse up 10% to USD $5.5 million and increasing to $6.5

million by 2014.

At Grand Slam level, ongoing discussions initiated by the ATP with each of the Slams brought about

prize money increases for players in 2012 and, in particular, significant increases for the 2013

Australian Open.

The Sport of Tennis is Overflowing with Cash, It’s Time You

Grab A Piece of the Action With LUVE!
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Some of the Best Players in the World Are UsingSome of the Best Players in the World Are UsingSome of the Best Players in the World Are UsingSome of the Best Players in the World Are Using
Prince Products!Prince Products!Prince Products!Prince Products!

Prince's Best Dominate The ATP World Tour 500 In Mexico!
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Pop Culture is Increasing Brand Awareness forPop Culture is Increasing Brand Awareness forPop Culture is Increasing Brand Awareness forPop Culture is Increasing Brand Awareness for
Prince!Prince!Prince!Prince!

The sport of tennis is growing at a faster rate than ever before. A list celebrities show up in masses

and inhabit the most highly visible seats, some with a ticket price of $25,000 for the event. In the

past year we’ve seen Jay –Z & Beyonce, Keith Urban & Nicole Kidman, Adam Sandler, Sophia

Vergara, Eva Longoria, Brooklyn Decker, Kevin Spacey, Sean Connery, Alec Baldwin, Donald

Trump, Kanye West, Kim Kardashian, David Beckham, Tony Parker, Jennifer Aniston, Vince

Vaughn and countless others show up at the 4 “Major” tennis tournaments.

Even the most influential arbiter of fashion, Anna Wintour, Editor in Chief at Vogue magazine, has

been a fixture courtside as tennis has become the new “cool.” Prince Mexico S.A. has picked up on

this trend and plans to leverage it for reaching a new generation of sports enthusiasts.

Prince Mexico S.A. is thinking much bigger. They’re going to capitalize on the trend that marries

aspirational lifestyle brands with modern pop culture. Prince Mexico S.A. could be to that region of

the world what Adidas, Puma or Nike was to the USA during the go go 80’s & the Hip Hop

revolution. The opportunity is enormous as the trend is just starting to catch on in those countries.
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Prince is a titan in the sporting goods industry. LUVE won’t

stay around $1.00 for long!

Could you imagine how quickly LUVE could go viral and spread throughout the financial

media and turn up in conversation at every water cooler with so much celebrity exposure?

Prince is far from a start-up. The company is in a strategic position to be able to marry 40+ years of

brand equity with explosive regional growth.

I’m getting goose bumps just thinking about how quickly the momentum could begin to

reach avalanche proportions!

 

Location, Location, Location!

Distribution and product shipment can be a logistics nightmare. However, Prince Mexico S.A.’s

head office is strategically located in the center of Mexico close to the western coastline. This

allows for quick and direct distribution channels which in turn will result in faster delivery times and

lower transportation costs for the company. Prince is planning on taking Central and South America

by storm.
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Prince's game-changing expansion could quickly catapult

LUVE into triple-digit gains for today's shareholder!

This is an ideal opportunity for every investor. Conservative investors can move on LUVE and lock

in a long term profit 6 times greater than their initial investment.

Aggressive investors looking for quick profit could easily triple their money before year's end. I'm

convinced that both scenarios can play out for you... if you act immediately.

Few people know about LUVE at this early stage- it just began trading. But, don't expect that to last.

From what I've seen in my research, LUVE is going to come out of the gates and explode in a very

big way. I cannot guarantee that my report will get to you before LUVE starts to run up, but I still

wouldn't hesitate to buy even at $3.00 or $4.00.

With the 2013 marketing plans management has shared with me, LUVE
could readily hit $3 to $4 by mid year and $6 or $7 by year's end. But hang
on for another year and LUVE could be selling even higher!

GAME, SET, PROFIT!

 

Who Am I? And Why Should You Seriously Consider My Stock

Recommendations?

My name is Rob Goldman and my track record proves

my recommendations can be huge winners for investors

who follow me. I have over 20 years of investment and

company research experience as a senior research

analyst and as a portfolio and mutual fund manager.

My methods have been perfected to the

point where I can show you how to triple

your money in 30 days or less while

risking almost nothing.

During my tenure as a sell-side analyst, I was a senior member of Piper Jaffray's

Technology research team. Prior to joining Piper, I led Josephthal & Co.'s

Washington-based Emerging Growth Research Group. In addition to my sell-side

experience, I served as Chief Investment Officer of a boutique investment

management firm where, under my direction, the Firm was ranked as the 4th best

performing Small Cap Growth Manager in the country by Money Manager

Review. I also served as CIO of Blue and White Investment Management, where I
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managed The Blue and White Fund, which routinely exceeded its benchmarks and

never lost any money for shareholders.

Let me state this simple fact... I have literally made millions for myself using my

investment methods to earn huge profits... a better approach than just "buy and

hope"... simply a better way to invest.

I fully expect LUVE to be my next major money-
maker.

To receive an exclusive report on LUVE as well as
updates and future picks, sign up below!

* Email

  Name

  Cell phone number

       * indicates a required field

I strongly urge you to take action on my recommendation for LUVE!

My long term outlook for Prince Mexico S.A. is

aggressively bullish. Their global brand awareness

is well-established and unmatched by competitors.

Just think of where this could lead. Tennis is one of the fastest growing sports in the

world and Central and South America contain some of the fastest growing

economies in the world. By 2015, Brazil is expected to overtake France to become

the fifth-largest economy in the world.

Prince Mexico S.A. will be taking full advantage of an exploding market that is

already a multi-billion dollar opportunity. As a result, we could see LUVE trading

around 7.00 within the next 1 to 3 years.

Do your due diligence and be ready to contact your broker about LUVE. This

opportunity is huge and is taking off right in front of us.

Yours in financial prosperity,
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Rob Goldman

Editor

P.S. I have prepared a more detailed report on Prince Mexico S.A. (LUVE) and the

enormous profit potential you can gain from companies like it in a free research

report- available now through the signup link above!

I invite you to click through and read it today!
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